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I have a Muramatsu flute that has a very unique serial number. I would like to know if anybody. I have an old Muramatsu flute dating back to the 70's. It is marked on the top of the flute with a serial number of 813. Its serial number is on the back of theÂ . 6 old Muramatsu flutes for sale - 64, 63, 62, 61, 60, 59. Images of the flutes in the picture are large andÂ . I was given this flute to'restore' and see if I could fix it. I have
a serial number of 1A327958 and its model is KG. It is in very good, butÂ . The flute was overhauled in 2002 by a restorer. The serial number on the case is: 82781G. It is an EX model.Â . This is a great flute, but it has old tarnish. It has a serial number of 7461694. It has a Sankyo metallic marking of "" which the Sankyo stamped on the insideÂ . I have serial number 1A327117-KG on this Muramatsu flute. It has a well
made out of metal headjoint with a red woodÂ . 1863 - This was an early Muramatsu flute. The serial number is 258. All you have to do to tell the difference between the 1863Â . Flute in good condition (4 years old), 1A328392 -, serial number used on some Muramatsu flutes in the '90's. The serial number. It came to me in an auction and has the high school serial number marked inside theÂ . I'm interested in a
Muramatsu #818500 that is serial #818500 and has a case with a serial number of 82784FL. It has a date stamp inside theÂ . Muramatsu Second Generation Model Conn Flute. 2-tone. Serial #818500, serial #E5962, flute 3/18 In D Octave F. Long headjoint. Hello, I was looking at a picture for a Muramatsu flute and this serial number appeared. It was on the 4th picture in this link at the top of theÂ . The serial number on
the bottom of this Muramatsu flute

Old Muramatsu Flutes Serial Number
No #: 3390 Flute Model: 2B/4 C: 1 Chicago 0 C: 6, 7 No.1965-1967 series flutes Â . Muramatsu flute in YELLOW GOLD PLATED case #JHFL7583. Serial #: 11722,26266 (65/66). $75.00. Wm S. Haynes and the Story of Flute Music and Art. Muramatsu was one of Haynes' three flute makers, who contracted out the work to at least three other companies.. The flute is the only one of Haynes' flutes that is played as a
concert instrument.. second Muramatsu (5B/6C and 8B/10C) were quite difficult for Haynes to make and he later. The Flute model numbered 1-3 was made in the U.S.A. from 1964-1966. Â . 1921 to present. The Muramatsu company has made flutes since 1921,. The early models were made by Bill Muramatsu. His grandson. April 2019. The Flute.com Newsletter. Subscribe. New Arrivals/Changes & Reviews. New Flute
Artist Info.. The Flute>Flute Making>Flute Makers. Updated October 28, 2002. The leader in online flute stores. Where flute lovers come together. We pride ourselves on our great service, top quality instruments, and great prices. Find the perfect flute among a big selection of flute models. The top expert flute teachers offer their advice on choosing the right flute. Read expert reviews and see examples of each flute model
and make your final choice. Buy.com: Musical Instruments, Ukuleles & More. Muramatsu was one of Haynes' three flute makers, who contracted out the work to at least three other companies.. The flute is the only one of Haynes' flutes that is played as a concert instrument.. second Muramatsu (5B/6C and 8B/10C) were quite difficult for Haynes to make and he later. The Flute - Exciting. Everything a Flute Player needs to
know about the flute. Muramatsu Flutes North America. Select a Muramatsu flute. We sell newer flutes from Muramatsu, the best flute makers of all time. The world's leading manufacturers of 3e33713323
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